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Introgression mapping in the grasses. II.
Meiotic analysis of the Lolium perenne/

Festuca pratensis triploid hybrid
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Lolium perenne/Lolium perenne/Festuca pratensis triploid hybrids are a potentially important
source of material for determining the genetic control of agronomically and scientifically
important characters and determining how genetic maps relate to physical maps. The evolu-
tionary relationship between L. perenne (Lp) and F. pratensis (Fp) is, however, unclear. In
order to determine the genomic relationships between Lp and Fp, genomic in situ hybridization
(GISH) and the Chapman and Kimber mathematical model (1992) were used to analyse
metaphase I in meiocytes of an LpLpFp triploid hybrid. Both analyses clearly demonstrated
that recombination occurs preferentially between the homologous Lp genomes in the LpLpFp
triploid, indicating that the genomes of the two species have diverged. Direct analysis of
homologous vs. homoeologous chromosome association, as measured by GISH, was in broad
agreement with the mathematical analysis. It is therefore concluded that the Chapman and
Kimber model (1992) is a valid means of assessing chromosome pairing in these triploid
hybrids. The significance of the data for elucidating the closeness of the relationship of L.
perenne and F. pratensis is discussed.
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meiosis, recombination.

Introduction

A knowledge of the similarity of the genomes in
different species provides a means by which evolu-
tionary relationships can be assessed (Kihara, 1937).
In addition, it also provides an important starting
point in alien introgression programmes (Gale &
Miller, 1987). Many attempts have been made to
introgress genes into crops from related, frequently
uncultivated, relatives. Such gene transfer is facili-
tated by homologous or homoeologous recombina-
tion at meiosis. A knowledge of the similarity of the
genome(s) of the crop to those of related species is
important, as this permits an estimation of the
frequency of recombination that will occur in inter-
specific hybrids. Thus, this information allows
predictions to be made of the likelihood of transfer-
ring specific target genes from one species to
another.

Genome relationships can be studied by meiotic
analysis of polyploid hybrids, and the development
of mathematical models has led to a more objective,
quantitative approach (Alonso & Kimber, 1981;
Crane & Sleper, 1989; Chapman & Kimber, 1992;
Sybenga, 1996). Although mathematical models have
proved to be invaluable for determining genome
relationships, they become redundant if it is possible
to distinguish individual genomes and chromosomes
in a hybrid either morphologically or using cyto-
logical techniques such as C-banding, fluorescent in
situ hybridization (FISH) or genomic in situ hybrid-
ization (GISH) (Phillips & Strickland, 1966; Naranjo
et al., 1987; King et al., 1993, 1994; Miller et al.,
1994).

Lolium perenne/Lolium perenne/Festuca pratensis
(LpLpFp) triploid hybrids are a potentially import-
ant source of material for determining the genetic
control of agronomically and scientifically important
characters and in assessing the relationship of physi-
cal and genetic maps (King et al., 1997, 1998). The*Correspondence. E-mail: ian.king@bbsrc.ac.uk
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phylogenetic relationship between L. perenne (Lp)
and F. pratensis (Fp) is, however, unclear. Diploid
hybrids, although showing a high frequency of
homoeologous recombination at meiosis, are nearly
completely sterile (Lewis, 1966; Jauhar, 1975).
However, LpLpFp triploids, derived by hybridizing
synthetic tetraploid L. perenne with diploid F. praten-
sis, frequently show both male and female fertility
(Jauhar, 1975). The ease of hybridization, the high
frequency of homoeologous chromosome pairing
observed at meiosis in both diploid and triploid
hybrids and a preliminary molecular genetic study
on the phylogeny of these species (Stammers et al.,
1995) indicate that they are closely related. In
contrast, the sterility of the diploid hybrid, the ease
with which Lp and Fp chromosomes can be distin-
guished using genomic in situ hybridization (GISH)
(King et al., 1997, 1998) and the position and
number of rDNA sites in the two species (Thomas et
al., 1996, 1997a) indicates that they are distantly
related. Thus, the relationship between Lp and Fp
remains a paradox at present.

In order to determine the genomic relationships
between Lp and Fp, GISH and the Chapman and
Kimber model (1992) have been used to analyse
metaphase I in meiocytes of the LpLpFp triploid
hybrid described by King et al. (1997, 1998). The
observations and implications of this work are
discussed.

Materials and methods

Triploid LpLpFp hybrids were generated by inter-
crossing the synthetic autotetraploid Lp (variety
Meltra, 2n = 4x = 28) as the female parent with
diploid Fp (Bf 1183, 2n = 2x = 14) as the pollen
parent. The pollen mother cells of a single LpLpFp
triploid hybrid (2n = 3x = 21) resulting from this
cross (which has been used to generate a BC1 popu-
lation for introgression mapping; King et al., 1997;
1998) was analysed. Inflorescences were fixed in 3:1
ethanol-acetic acid solution.

In this work, the term paired arm refers to any
chiasmate association between two arms of a pair of
chromosomes. The Chapman and Kimber model
(1992) analyses the frequency of paired arms rather
than the chiasma frequency in triploid hybrids. Thus,
in order that the GISH analysis could be compared
directly with the Chapman and Kimber model, the
frequency of paired arms rather than the total
number of chiasmata was recorded.

Total genomic DNA was extracted from young
actively growing leaves of Fp and Lp as described by
Dellaporta et al. (1983). Fp DNA, which was used

exclusively as the probe, was sheared to approxima-
tely 5 kb using a sonicating water bath and
then labelled using either digoxigenin-11-dUTP
(Boehringer Mannheim), rhodamine-4-dUTP
(Amersham) or Texas red-5-dCTP (Dupont). Block-
ing DNA was prepared by autoclaving the DNA of
Lp for 2 min, which produced fragments of approxi-
mately 200 bp in length. The in situ hybridization
protocol used followed that described by Thomas et
al. (1994).

Slides were analysed using a Leica DM/RB
epifluorescence microscope with filter blocks for
DAPI, fluorescein and rhodamine. Images were
captured with a monochrome CCD camera and false
colours applied as described by Thomas et al. (1996).

Results and discussion

Metaphase I was analysed in 72 pollen mother cells
of the LpLpFp hybrid. Using the GISH technique, it
was possible to distinguish the Lp and Fp chromo-
somes in each pollen mother cell observed (Fig. 1).
Thus, it was possible to record the presence or
absence and position of the Lp and Fp chromosomes
in each meiotic configuration (Table 1).

Each of the 14 Lp and seven Fp chromosomes can
be placed in one of seven homologous/homoeolo-
gous groups, such that each group contains two
homologous Lp chromosomes and one homoeolo-
gous Fp chromosome. In the absence of preferential
pairing, the three chromosomes in each group will
pair with each other at random. Thus, each Lp
chromosome can pair homologously with the other
Lp chromosome and homoeologously with the Fp
chromosome in the same group at equal frequency,
giving a 1:1 ratio of Lp/Fp to Lp/Lp pairing. The Fp
chromosome can only pair homoeologously. Conse-
quently, in the absence of preferential pairing, the
ratio of homoeologous recombination to homolo-
gous recombination is 2:1. Therefore, in the absence
of trivalent formation, Lp/Fp bivalents should
outnumber Lp/Lp bivalents by 2:1. However, in the
72 pollen mother cells analysed, only 28 Lp/Fp biva-
lents were observed compared with 235 Lp/Lp biva-
lents (Table 1). Clearly, this does not fit a 2
Lp/Fp:1Lp/Lp ratio (x 2

1 = 368.93, Ps0.001). Again,
with random pairing, there should be twice as many
Lp univalents as Fp univalents; but significantly
more Fp univalents were observed than Lp univa-
lents (x 2

1 = 142.46, Ps0.001) (Table 1).
Ninety-nine chain trivalents were observed (Table

1). There are two opportunities for the Fp chromo-
some to be at the end of a linear trivalent and only
one at the middle position. Thus, if there is no
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preferential pairing, the ratio at which the Fp
chromosome should occur at the end of a trivalent
compared with the middle of a trivalent is 2:1. Thus,
in the 99 chain trivalents observed, the Fp chromo-
some should be at the end of the configuration on
approximately 66 occasions and in the middle on 33

occasions. However, the Fp chromosome was at the
middle position in only 14 trivalents and was at the
end position in 85, which was significantly different
from the expected 2:1 ratio (x 2

1 = 15.56, Ps0.001).
The two chromosomes at the ends of the configura-
tion each only need to pair once to the chromosome

Fig. 1 Metaphase I of the LpLpFp triploid with the Fp chromosomes in green after GISH using Fp DNA as a probe. (a)
One ‘frying pan’ trivalent with the Fp chromosome as the handle (arrow), six Lp/Lp bivalents and six Fp univalents; (b)
one frying pan trivalent with the Fp chromosome as the handle (arrows), one Lp/Fp bivalent (arrowhead), five Lp/Lp
bivalents, one Lp univalent and five Fp univalents; (c) four frying pan trivalents (arrows) three with the Fp chromosome in
the ring and one with the Fp chromosome in the handle, plus one V-shaped chain trivalent (arrowhead), two Lp/Lp
bivalents and two Fp univalents; (d) five frying pan trivalents (arrows), four with the Fp chromosome in the ring and one
with the Fp chromosome as handle, one Lp bivalent, two Lp univalents and two Fp univalents. Bar represents 10 mm.
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in the centre of the configuration. In contrast, the
chromosome at the centre of the configuration has
to pair twice. The Fp chromosome therefore occu-
pied a position that required the least homoeolo-
gous pairing.

Analysis of the 137 ‘frying pan’ trivalents revealed
a similar pattern (Table 1). In the absence of prefer-
ential pairing, the ratio at which the Fp chromosome
should appear in the ring relative to the handle is
2:1. However, the Fp chromosome was located
within the ring significantly less frequently than
expected (x 2

1 = 21.93, Ps0.001). The Fp chromo-
some is not, therefore, randomly located within the
configuration. Chromosomes within the ring have to
form chiasmata either twice with one chromosome
or three times with two chromosomes, whereas the
chromosome forming the handle only needs to form
one chiasma with one chromosome. As in the chain
trivalents, the Fp chromosome is preferentially
located to form the least number of chiasmata with
Lp chromosomes.

In the absence of preferential pairing in the
LpLpFp hybrid, it is expected that the ratio of
homoeologous to homologous paired arms would be
2:1. Thus, out of the 1098 paired arms observed,
approximately 732 would be expected to be between
homoeologous Lp/Fp chromosomes and 366
between homologous Lp chromosomes. However,
only 364 of the paired arms were between homoeo-
logous chromosomes. Unsurprisingly, a chi-squared
analysis rejected a 2Lp/Fp:1Lp/Lp ratio (x 2

1 = 553.5,
Ps0.001).

In summary, the GISH analysis overwhelmingly
demonstrates that preferential pairing occurs
between the Lp homologous chromosomes in the
LpLpFp triploid. To ascertain if each of the indivi-
dual Fp chromosomes was pairing at equal frequen-
cies with its Lp homoeologues, a binomial analysis,
as described by Hall (1955), was performed. If each
group of three chromosomes has the same propen-
sity to form trivalents, then the number of trivalents
observed from cell to cell should fit a binomial

distribution. This was found to be the case
(x 2

4 = 1.50), demonstrating that each of the Fp
chromosomes paired homoeologously with its Lp
partners at equal frequency.

Only two triradial trivalents were observed in this
study. However, the low frequency of this type of
trivalent was not unexpected, because this type of
configuration is very rare in Lolium (Thomas et al.,
1997b). In addition, two Fp/Fp associations were
observed. Such associations, although rare, have
been documented in other hybrids including wheat
Årye (Hutchinson et al., 1983; King et al., 1994),
wheatÅThinopyrum bessarabicum (King et al., 1994)
and L. multiflorumÅF. drymeja (Thomas & Morgan
1990).

Using GISH, it is possible to observe the
frequency of homologous and homoeologous recom-
bination and, hence, the level of preferential pairing
in the LpLpFp hybrid. In other hybrids, in which it
has not previously been possible to identify the
chromosomes from different genomes, the extent to
which homoeologous and homologous pairing occurs
has been estimated using mathematical models. One
such model (Alonso & Kimber, 1981; Chapman &
Kimber, 1992) was applied to the present data in
order to determine the accuracy of its predictions.
This model was chosen as it has been found to show
results similar to other mathematical models.

The model states that, in a triploid hybrid,
genomes 1 and 2 are designated the more closely
related pair (not necessarily homologous) with a
relative affinity of x. Both are equally and more
distantly related to genome 3 with a relative affinity
of y so that xay. The relative affinity is expressed as
the proportions of the three different arm pairings
that may be formed so that the ratio among (1–2)
(1–3) and (2–3) arm pairs is x : y : y (Chapman &
Kimber, 1992). The values of x and y will therefore
be related by the equation x+y = 1. This definition
sets maximum and minimum values on x. If the rela-
tive affinity of the two most closely related genomes
is so strong that no chiasmata occur between the two

Table 1 Frequency of meiotic configurations in the LpLpFp triploid hybrid

V-shaped or linear Frying pan trivalents
Univalents Lp bivalents Lp/Fp bivalents trivalents (handle in brackets)

Lp Fp Rods Rings Rods Rings LpLpFp LpFpLp LpFp(Lp) LpLp(Fp)

39 239 31 204 6 22 85 14 65 72

Four other configurations, i.e. two Fp/Fp bivalents and two triradial bivalents, are not included in the above table.
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most closely related genomes (1 and 2) and the most
distantly related genome (3), then x will be 1 and y
will be 0. If the relative affinity of genomes 1 and 2
equals that between (1 and 3) and (2 and 3) then x
will equal y and have a numerical value of 0.5.
Generally, a hybrid with a value of x above 0.8 is
considered to be a 2:1 type, in which two genomes
have an equal affinity with each other and an equal
and lower affinity with a third genome. A hybrid
with a value of x less than 0.8 is considered to be a
3:0 type, in which all the genomes have an equal
affinity (Alonso & Kimber, 1981).

Chapman & Kimber (1992) developed the equa-
tion shown below to determine the relationship (the
relative affinity) between the three genomes in a
triploid

x =
2µ2w¹Z6wµ2

3µw
,

where x = the relative affinity and

w =
8c2+4cµ3µ9t+4g+u

14c2
,

where t is the number of trivalents per cell/b, g is the
number of ring bivalents per cell/b and u is the
number of univalents per cell/b. In all cases, b is the
basic chromosome number, and c is the mean
arm-pairing frequency.

The value of x, the relative affinity, calculated
from meiotic data from the LpLpFp triploid is equal
to 0.8405, indicating that the hybrid is a 2:1 type,
although only marginally so. This observation is in
agreement with the direct analysis of chromosome
pairing made using GISH, but the degree of prefer-
ential pairing is probably greater than the value of x
indicates. Nevertheless, the model provides a valid
method of assessing chromosome pairing in triploid
hybrids in which it is not possible to distinguish the
chromosomes of individual genomes.

The relative affinity can also be calculated by
observation of the number of ring bivalents relative
to trivalents. Alonso & Kimber (1981) observed that
curves showing the relationship of x to the number
of ring bivalents and x to the number of trivalents
always intersect at an x-value of 0.8. Thus, if the
number of trivalents is greater than the number of
ring bivalents (x is less than 0.8), then the hybrid can
be considered to be a 3:0 type. More trivalents (236)
were observed than ring bivalents (226) even though
the GISH analysis overwhelmingly demonstrated the
hybrid to be a 2:1 type. Thus, it was not possible to
predict whether the LpLpFp hybrid was a 3:0 or 2:1

type by comparing the number of ring bivalents and
trivalents. We therefore conclude that a comparison
of the number of ring bivalents and trivalents is not
a robust method of testing the affinity of the
genomes.

The Chapman and Kimber model assumes that
pairing of one chromosome arm with any other
precludes any involvement of a third. Thus, frying
pan trivalents, in which one arm has exchanged
pairing partners somewhere along its length and
therefore paired with two other chromosomes, must
be rare. However, in the LpLpFp hybrid, there were
significantly more frying pan trivalents (137) than
linear or V-shaped trivalents (99) (x 2

1 = 5.8,
Ps0.02). Chapman & Kimber (1992) warn that,
should a data set include a high frequency of
complex figures (frying pan, ‘bird cage’ and triradial
trivalents), it is generally unanalysable using their
model. The high frequency of frying pan trivalents in
our data shows that there is more than one pairing
initiation site per chromosome arm. The opportunity
for three chromosomes to form trivalents is there-
fore greater than if there is only one pairing initia-
tion site per arm. The present data demonstrate
that, with multiple pairing initiation sites, it is
possible to have a high trivalent frequency (exceed-
ing the number of ring bivalents) even with prefer-
ential pairing.

The results of the meiotic analysis described
(GISH and the Chapman and Kimber model) clearly
demonstrate that the Fp genome is distinct from the
Lp genome. Analyses of chromosome configurations
at metaphase I have long been considered valid in
studying the phylogenetic relationships of the
parental chromosomes in interspecific hybrids. The
fundamental assumption of such analyses is that
homologous or closely related chromosomes will be
held together by chiasmata at metaphase I. The
frequency of such associations is taken as a measure
of the relatedness of the species.

Kimber & Yen (1990) have sought to quantify the
relatedness of diploid species based on chromosome
associations at metaphase I in autoallotriploids.
However, differences in other factors such as DNA
amounts can have profound effects on chromosome
pairing at metaphase I (Morgan et al., 1986). Lolium
temulentum has 50% more DNA than L. multiflorum
(Hutchinson et al., 1983). Thomas (1995) studied the
inverse triploid hybrids of L. temulentum (T)ÅL.
multiflorum (M). The combinations studied were:
one large genome+two small genomes (TMM) and
two large genomes+one small genome (TTM).
When these data sets were analysed by the Alonso
& Kimber model (1981), the model identified TTM
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as 3:0 but classified TMM as 2:1. The discrepancies
between these inverse types of autoallotriploids have
serious implications for the use of pairing data in
determining phylogenetic relationships. However, in
the present situation, the fact that the Lp genome
can be so easily distinguished from the Fp genome
by GISH demonstrates that the repetitive fraction of
DNA of the two species has undergone considerable
divergence.
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